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Wall mounted furniture are very much in vogue in any part of the world. When we are talking of the
wall mounted furniture, it can be a wall mounted TV cabinet, wall mounted CD racks or wall
mounted CD storage. The essence of this furniture is that is gives a fulfilling look to the wall of your
room as well as save a lot of space. When the furniture is wall mounted, then it saves the space on
the floor and that space can be utilized for many other purposes. Especially, for people who stay in
compact small flat, then wall mount furniture is the perfect solution to save space and use every bit
of the space very carefully and judiciously.

The wall mounted cabinets are very commonly used by a lot of households as this furniture serves
multiple purposes and at the same time is gives a fulfilling look to a wall of the room making it look
more gorgeous and better. A wall mounted cabinet can have a place to accommodate your
television set, music system, computer, racks and showcases where you can display a variety of
showpieces or pieces of art of your choice. One part of the wall mounted cabinet can have a book
shelf just displaying your lavish collection of books of your choice. Or probably, it is found
sometimes that one part is also converted into a spacious wardrobe where you can store your suits,
shirts and dresses which are safely preserved and can be easily taken out any time.

Wall mounted CD racks are also very prevalent. The wall mounted CD racks are used in the music
stores in large scale for displaying large number of CDs and cassettes. Wall mounted CD racks are
also used at home for storing your CD collection and to preserve them in the best and useable
condition even after a long time. One of the famous CD storages is Italian design and manufacture.
This look like a showpiece and is hang on the wall giving a unique look to the wall and also having a
capacity of holding 143 CDS in it. This furniture is available in a range of four colors. It has a
number of compartments and each compartment has the capacity to hold 11 CDs. Another CD
holder named frame-120 is a very piece of CD wall frame. It can store a fair amount of 2390 CDS,
180 DVDs and a mix of 234 CDS and 90 DVDs. This CD furniture comes in various designs
SBICANTO and WENGE. One can choose his design according to his or her taste. Ten-430 is wall
mounted CD furniture  with stunning design and having a capacity to hold 230 CDS or 180 DVDs or
a combination of both thereof.
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